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Abstract: Cloudified architectures facilitate resource ac-
cess and sharing which is independent from physical lo-
cations. They permit high availability of resources at low
operational costs. These advantages, however, do not come
for free. End users might fear that they lose control over
the location of their data and, thus, of their autonomy in
deciding to whom the data is communicate to. Thus, strong
privacy and trust concerns arise for end users.

In this work we will review and investigate privacy and
trust requirements for Cloud systems in general and for a
cloud-based marketplace (CMP) for AI in particular. We will
investigate whether and how the current privacy and trust
dimensions can be applied to Clouds and for the design of
a CMP. We also propose the concept of a "virtual premise"
for enabling "Privacy-by-Design" [1] in Clouds. The idea
of a "virtual premise" might probably not be a universal
solution for any privacy requirement. However, we expect
that it provides flexibility in designing privacy in Clouds
and thus leading to higher trust.

I. INTRODUCTION

Clouds became key elements of our daily lives. They
are changing our social and economic behaviours. Today’s
Clouds are mostly infrastructure-centric, e.g. cheap storage
solutions such DropBox [2]. The next generation of Clouds
will be designed particularly for humans (cf. European
Community (EC) Next Generation Internet initiative [3]) and
should have mechanisms build-in that support social needs
of users, such as privacy.

Clouds gain their benefit from the separation of resource
location and resource availability. This permits automatic
and autonomic processing, resource sharing, transmission,
re-organisation or replication of data and resources. How-
ever, this characteristic leads also to concerns by end users:
do I lose control over my data? Such concerns even be-
come more importance when digital trading and a digital
economics is considered [4].

Privacy issues determine the adoption of Clouds and have
a direct impact on the growth of Cloud service providers [5].
TRUSTe reported in the "Consumer Privacy Index 2016" that
92% of US Internet user worry about their online privacy
and 89% avoid a company that do not maintain privacy [6].

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [7] was
formulated by the EC as a legal framework that specifies
which end user requirements must to address by service
provider. This regulation requires service provider to answer
user questions such as: where is my data located, can other
people read my data, is the access to my data controlled or
traced, or can I revoke my permissions to use my data?

Engineering appropriate privacy levels for a specific ap-
plication is challenging. Different applications might require
different privacy levels. This challenge has lead, among other
reasons, to the concept of "Privacy-by-Design (PbD)" [1].
PbD calls for an early consideration of privacy requirements
in systems design. However, Clouds aim at general solutions
while PdD might call for a specific solution. Hence, the
question arises how can one design Clouds that support in
a flexible way application-specific privacy levels?

Privacy is a broad concept and difficult to design. We will
apply the concepts of privacy and trust dimensions for pro-
viding a more detailed specification of the requirements. We
will use these dimensions and extend them towards Clouds.
Furthermore, we will consider the use case of a CMP for
Artificial Intelligence (AI) [8], [9] for the investigation of
the dimenssions. In addition, we use this example for the
specification of the concept of a "virtual premise". This
concept aims at facilitating the idea of PbD.

In this work, Section II provides definitions for the terms
of privacy and trust and specifies the considered privacy
and trust dimensions. Section III discusses the privacy re-
quirements of a CMP, introduces the concept of PbD, and
provides a first gap analysis for privacy in a CMP. Section IV
introduces the concept of a "virtual premise" for addressing
privacy issues. Finally, Section V summarises our findings
and provide an outlook on future work.

II. DEFINITION OF PRIVACY AND TRUST

We present the existing definition and dimensions of
privacy and trust.

A. Privacy Definitions and Privacy Dimensions

Westin defines privacy as " the claim of individuals...to
determine for themselves when, how and to what extent
information about them is communicated to others ..." [10].
R.S. Poore mentioned privacy as a required context of



Personal Identifiable Information (PII) which have to be
under control of the individual person who is the owner of
it [11]. S. Guilloteau and V. Mauree consider privacy as "...
the right of individual to know what is known about them,
be aware of stored information about them, control how that
information is communicated and prevent its abuse." [5] in
the "privacy in cloud computing" report.

These definitions introduce different privacy dimensions
[12], [13]:

a) Identity privacy, information that lead to the ability to
identify a specific person

b) Location privacy, information that disclose the loca-
tion of a person

c) Communication privacy, information that may breach
the confidentiality when exchanging data

d) Access privacy, refers to control of access privileges
e) Data processing privacy, refers to information about

the information flow in processing and dissemination
of data

B. Trust Definitions and Trust Dimensions

IETF Internet security glossary defines trust as "... the
extent to which someone who relies on a system can have
confidence that the system meets its specifications, i.e., that
the system does what it claims to do and does not perform
unwanted functions" [14]. J. Huang [15] summarise trust
definition for cloud computing as a " mental state constitutes
of expectancy, belief, and willingness to take a risk." Trust
dimensions [13] will summarise as following:

a) Device trust, refers to the reliability of devices to
produce data correctly

b) Operation trust, considers traceability of data and
analytics usage

c) Communication trust, builds on confidentiality, in-
tegrity, and authenticity in data transmission

d) Infrastructure trust, aims at the transparency and pre-
dictability of processing.

III. PBD REQUIREMENTS FOR THE USE CASE OF A CMP
FOR AI

In this section we provide a description about the use case
and discuss its privacy PbD requirements.

A. Description of the Use Case — CMP for AI

The MPs for AI resources, which is suggested by the
H2020 project "Bonseyes" [8], [9], provides a platform for
engaging various stakeholders, e.g. data providers, model,
or application designer, into business among AI resources,
i.e. data sets, models, training facilities, etc. This MP will
be implemented in the Cloud in order to facilitate between
different business models with massive amounts of data. The
MP permits that AI models can be moved around. They can
be trained and used at various compute facilities depending

on the available computing power and the scope of the
application.

A CMP, like any real world MP, requires mechanism to
enforce privacy and trust. However, these mechanisms are
more challenging than the ones in non-virtualised system
due to separation of resource location and availability.

Another challenge for providing privacy and trust is the
lack of standard definitions for these terms in Clouds. The
general concept of aforementioned definitions are the right
of individuals to control their data. Clouds, however, operate
autonomously without individual interference. Therefore, we
need to specify to what extent an individual would like to
control the privacy of its data and how this extend can be
enabled and protected in a CMP.

B. Privacy by Design — PbD

A. Cavoukian defined the concept of PbD in the 1990s
[1]. She deduced it from the fundamental human rights of
informational self-determination. PbD aims at considering
privacy needs throughout the whole engineering process.
In particular, privacy needs and mechanisms should be
considered at early stages in the design.

In 2009, it was observed that general solutions for pro-
tecting privacy in Clouds are limited. The stakeholders in
Clouds need to consider case-based requirements for engi-
neering privacy [16]. PbD principles in WP168 [17] provide
guidelines to evaluate PbD requirements for processing data
during the planning and design stage. The general PbD
aspects are:

1) Data minimisation: system providers should avoid
collecting PII data or use it as less as possible

2) Controllability: system providers have to provide effi-
cient control over PII to data subjects

3) Transparency: data subjects have to be informed about
systems operation

4) User Friendly systems: system should have privacy
functions that are easy to use by unexperienced users

5) Data confidentiality: system providers have to ensure
that only authorised users have access to PII

6) Data quality: system providers have to guarantee the
technical quality of data and they have to be able to
proof this quality for lawful purposes.

7) Use Limitation: system providers have to ensure iso-
lation of data and processing in multi-tenant and
virtualised system.

C. Requirements and Gap Analysis for Privacy

After reviewing PbD, privacy and trust definitions and
dimensions, we analysis them in the context of a CMP.

A CMP may host different types of AI resources like
datasets and models with various level of sensitivity in
different location. In general, PbD is applied for data sets
with different protection levels. The level depends on the
importance of the types of PII stored in it. For example



medical records need the highest protection level while
weather forecast does not. We introduce three privacy levels:

• High level privacy: for the private resources that have
PII like medical records and all seven PbD aspects (see
previous section) should be addressed.

• Medium level privacy: applied for licensed datasets and
applications which do not required minimisation of
data.

• Low level privacy: apply to public datasets and models
which are open access.

The trust dimensions can be used to specify the privacy
and trust challenges for a CMP that need to be addresses by
the infrastructure provider that runs the CMP:

1) Traceability of data sets and models: A CMP needs
to prove its reliability and the quality of AI resources.
Here, traceability provides operation trust and device
trust. However, these dimensions are typically not well
addressed in Cloud architectures.

2) Controllability: A CMP should be able to control
privileged access to the data sets and models. It needs
to provide access based on requests with session
time limitation. A CMP should record the access
to resources, including time and duration. It should
be be able to generate access reports when needed.
These functionalities are often not addressed in Cloud
systems.

3) Location privacy: A CMP is losing location awareness
by its default cloud nature. This kind of privacy would
be required for establishing device and infrastructure
trust. However, it is yet not clear whether these fea-
tures [18], [19] need to be considered in a CMP.

IV. VIRTUAL PREMISE

A. Concept

We suggest the concept of a Virtual Premise in order
to allow for flexible privacy and to facilitate the concept
of PbD. A Virtual Premise (VP) provides an area where
privacy measures are enforced in a Cloud, i.e. where con-
trolled access and monitoring of data usage is executed. The
enforcement should be similar to physical premises, where
access control is implemented by observable physical means
or actions, e.g. locks or perimeter fences. The controllability
and traceability of the access facility PbD for the users.

The VP aims at a fine-grained monitoring of data usage
at distributed locations. The data access control is enforced
in the VP by using data encryption.

B. Encryption and Privacy Tracker

The concept of a VP is closely intertwined with the idea
of a "Encryption & Privacy Tracker" (EPT). The EPT estab-
lishes a network of trust among the involved entities, permits
secure exchange of keys and software for data encryption
and decryption, monitors the key and software distribution,
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Figure 1: The Concept to a Virtual Premise using a Encryp-
tion & Privacy Tracker (EPT)

records the data usage, and it can revoke execution and
access right for decryption software by suspending the
software licence for the decryption module. The EPT tracks
the usage similar to [20]. However, it enhances the tracking
concept by providing means for strong data encryption.
Only encryption and decryption modules are requesting and
providing data access, i.e. access is only permitted to entities
in a trusted group of compute entities.

The EPT sets up a network of trust among processing
entities in a trusted group. These entities are required to
apply Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs) [21]. The use of
TPM permits that only trusted software modules are allowed
en- and de- crypt data. The trusted modules can be imple-
mented such that the EPT can enforce them to stop their
execution, e.g. when access rights are revoked. Furthermore,
a regular checking of the modules with ETP can be required.
This checking permits time-based licensing model for the
decryption software similar to DRM models [22]. The use
of TPMs also supports the mitigation of malicious tampering
of the encryption and description software.

C. Implementation and Operation of the Virtual Premise

The implementation and operation of a Virtual Premise is
shown in Figure 1. The operation comprises the following
steps:

1) A network of trust among data centers (DCs) that use
TPMs is established EPT.

2) The data collected at a Local DC (LDC) is water-
marked for traceability.

3) If a Virtual Premise needed, i.e. data usage has to
be extend to Remote Data Center (RDC), then LDC
checks the Resource Management Entity (RME) for a
available RDCs with trusted TPMs

4) The LDC requests the encryption program from the
EPT with keys from RDC

5) The LDC encrypts the data, sends it to RDC, and
updates the EPT about having forwarding the data



6) The RDC receives the encrypted data and requests
decryption software from from EPT

7) The RDC uses a trusted time source, decrypts the data
and informs regularly the EPT about a) the kind of
data usage and b) the session time for the decryption.

8) If the session time has expired or a user revokes
permissions then the ETP forces the software modules
at trusted location to cease operation.

The concept of the VP is only used when local com-
putation at the LDC is not sufficient and data needs to
be transferred to a remote location, i.e. RDC. In this case
the local premise is extend by the VP. Various encryption
and decryption modules will offer by VP based on the data
types and its privacy level. This possibility will facilitate the
concept of PbD in distributed location of CMP.

V. CONCLUSION

Establishing privacy and trust and enabling PbD in the
engineering of a CMP is difficult. However, we outlined
in this paper that a flexible PbD design is possible when
considering appropriate privacy and trust dimensions. The
privacy and trust dimensions are roughly defined for Cloud
systems, but a very vaguely defined for CMPs. Here, a more
detailed investigations and specifications of the privacy and
trust dimensions are needed.

The concept of a "Virtual Premise" permits for flexibility
in designing privacy in a distributed and virtualised envi-
ronment. We think that the VP is an appealing concept
for increasing trust in Clouds due to the PbD aspects of
"controllability" and "transparency".

In future, we will implement the concept of a VP in a
real world environment and provide a deeper investigations
of its privacy capabilities. In addition, we will investigate
the security concerns, e.g. what happens when the EPT is
corrupted and how can one protect this element?
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